
From: Becky Dresselhaus
To: Milwaukie Planning
Subject: Variance request at 9391 SE 32nd Ave
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 18:40:16

This Message originated outside your organization.

I live on Harvey Street. 32nd Avenue is my most traveled route.  I am surprised that the proposed variance for the
property at the corner of 32nd Avenue and Olsen requests less parking spaces.  Obviously, the proposed plan does
not take into account the lack of parking in this area.  Milwaukie Cafe, a very popular neighborhood restaurant, does
not even have designated parking, so cars park on Olsen.  Cars are often parked at the stop sign on Olsen, making it
difficult for cars heading west on Olsen to turn left onto 32nd.  Olsen is already the same as a “one lane” street as
cars park on both sides of the street.  I cannot imagine what this intersection will turn into with this proposed plan -
17 spots instead of 21 for 21 units!  Many apartment units like ours (Willammette Townhouses) have two cars and
there is a constant scramble for the few visitor parking spots.

This is a very residential and heavily traveled area by both cars and tri met buses.  It is the last place we need a four
story, multi use building.

Please visit the site and think very carefully about the impact on the homes and other businesses on 32nd.

Sincerely,
Rebekah Dresselhaus
3236 SE Harvey Street

mailto:beckydresselhaus@mac.com
mailto:Planning@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Abigail Brittain
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 32nd & Olsen Proposal
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 8:11:45

This Message originated outside your organization.

Good morning, 

I would like to express my opinion regarding the variance request at 32nd and Olsen. As a
neighbor living on Olsen Street I do not support the height variance. I would not want a 4
story house built 2 feet from my property line and the application distinctly notes this property
would set a precedence for the neighborhood. I am in support of developing the property for
retail and residential use. If it was built to a smaller scale it could perhaps meet the necessary
parking requirements which it appears to be well under. I do not support reducing the parking
requirements as its logical that any available street parking would be used by residents of the
building leaving no parking for the proposed retail spaces. This intersection is currently the
core of our neighborhood and should be thoughtfully planned to accommodate pedestrian,
bicycle and vehicle traffic. 

Thank you,
Abby

Abigail Brittain MPAS, PA-C
Physician Assistant
Pronouns: she/her (Why is this in my email signature?)

mailto:abigail.ball16@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/qYY5C1wQPwIyjOfLHpAT


From: Chris Bailey
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: comments on Application concerning 9391 SE 32nd Ave Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) Development:
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 16:43:04

This Message originated outside your organization.

Vera Kolias

Milwaukie Planning Dept.
6101 SE Johnson Creek Blvd
Milwaukie OR 97206

Application concerning 9391 SE 32nd Ave Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) Development:

I am resident of the Ardenwald neighborhood and a member of the Ardenwald Johnson Creek NDA board.  I am writing to
share my opposition to proposed variances to code for the development at 9291 SE 32nd Avenue, Milwaukie 97222.

I want to be clear that  I am not opposed to the development of this site.  I believe that intelligently increased density is a must
if our region is to create enough housing. I welcome multifamily housing and retail to this site. 
However, existing code already allows reasonable limits for development in this residential neighborhood and the
proposed variances create serious livability and safety challenges to the immediate neighborhood that are unacceptable. 

In general I wish to add my support to the incredibly thoughtful and well articulated letter written by Lisa Gunion-Rinker. 

Some specific thoughts I wish to add: 

In reading the application materials I found two particularly concerning statements. First, “The proposed variance has
desirable public benefits.”  The opposite is true. The proposed variances have clear undesirable public harms, while benefiting
only the owner and developer.  For example, we know from the experience in Portland that creating apartments without
enough parking for each resident does not mean residents do not own cars. Rather, they park their cars on public streets. There
must be enough parking for each unit to have a space.
Crowded street parking on the surrounding streets, which already lack sidewalks or curbs, will be a significant challenge to
local residents.  In addition, a reduction in a available public parking in the area will detrimentally impact the Milwauie Cafe
and Bottle shop next door, an existing business which is an incredibly important neighborhood gathering center.

My second big concern is that the developer specifically states that ‘This proposal intends to allow for a precedent of the type
of buildings.”  Please do NOT allow this to become a precedent.  The 45 feet tall is already a significant change to the
character of the neighborhood.  
There is lots of talk in the proposal about how they will make the 4th floor more attractive and less intrusive. This is
impossible.  Towering 2 stories higher than any of the surrounding buildings (and any buildings anywhere in the
neighborhood) the 4th story variance will be intrinsically intrusive, as will any other 4 story buildings then allowed in the
future under this ‘precedence’.   From many conversations with other neighborhood residents over the past three years I
believe that this 4th story variance will be widely opposed and will generate ill-will and resentment towards the development
and the city for allowing it.  This has the unfortunately potential to inhibit future multifamily developments.

These variances are NOT creating a public benefit and should be denied.  A residential building with adequate parking can be
created on the site with only 3 stories.

Thank you for your time and consideration in this reading. 
Chris Holle-Bailey

mailto:schristinabailey@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Coralee Popp
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 32nd and Olsen construction
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 15:50:25

This Message originated outside your organization.

I have a home on Olsen, and am absolutely not in favor of this 4 story building being constructed.  The Cannabis
dispensary that wanted to build there was bad enough, but this would change the entire character of the
neighborhood.  Traffic and  parking are two issues that spring to mind.   I can think of no-one that benefits beyond
the developer.

Sincerely,
Coralee Popp

mailto:coraleepopp@me.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Kara E. Cecil
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Variance at 32nd & Olsen
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 17:27:16

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hello!  I am a neighborhood resident and am pleased to hear that there will be a mixed use
development in this space.  However, I am very concerned about the variances being
considered for this property.  There should be at least the same number of parking spaces as
there are units - definitely no less.  This is especially important because there are two retail
spaces there that will be sharing parking space with a business that is very valuable to our
neighborhood, the Milwaukie Cafe.  The cafe already has very limited parking, and with two
other retail spaces as well as apartment people competing for street parking space this will be a
very unfortunate situation that will impact these businesses significantly.  Please require this
developer to have at least as many parking spaces as there are units in the building.  It is very
likely that even with only one space per apartment there will still be quite a few apartment
people who will also be parking on the street.  Even if only a few units have two cars this will
quickly overwhelm any spaces for the businesses which are essential to developing our
neighborhood's goal of having that be a nice little mixed use central area.  It only takes a small
issue like no parking to deter people from stopping there during the rainy season (which is
almost always) and it would be terrible to lose the momentum that we have there with
Milwaukie Cafe.

Thank you for considering my input.  I hope we have the same vision of a healthy
neighborhood social hub at the corner of 32nd & Olsen, which is likely of less importance to
the developer than the cost of adding parking spaces.

All the best,

Kara Cecil
9709 SE 40th Ave

mailto:karaececil@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Lindsay Rodriguez
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Comments for VR-2019-013
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 18:22:47

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hi Vera,

I read about this proposal VR-2019-013 here in Ardenwald, of which I am a resident.
Personally, I am really excited by this proposition and believe new retail space could give
Ardenwald the neighborhood feel it lacks, like places such as Woodstock and Sellwood do. I
am really happy to see there are parking spots included in the proposal as well. I hope the
commercial tenants will be places that foster community and a gathering place for all of us to
enjoy. 

Thank you for your work on this. I am excited to see what will happen. 

Lindsay Rodriguez 

mailto:iamlindsayrodriguez@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Michael Stone
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 32nd Ave Zone Variance
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 21:01:13

This Message originated outside your organization.

4 stories is just too much and out of character for the Ardenwald neighborhood. 2 to 3 stories
should be more than enough to make the project economically viable. Note that there are no
other multi-unit apartments on 32nd that exceed 2 stories.

What is the plan for parking to service this site? Every apartment will likely have at least two
persons who will each own a vehicle. To assume that all or even a sizable portion of the new
residents will use mass transit is pathetically naive. 
  32nd Ave already carries a lot of traffic, still more does nothing to enhance livability in the
neighborhood but I suspect it will do wonders for the bottom line of the developers who most
certainty do not make their home in Ardenwald.

Mike & Susan Stone
Milwaukie, OR

mailto:michaelstone1951@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: michele@michelelukowski.com
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Re: Development at 32nd and Olsen
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 8:38:57

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hi Vera, 

Just so it's not misunderstood, I do hope that the old auto mechanic site gets a nice
development. However what is proposed there is too much for the site. I am saying this as
someone who has lived here for 9 years and seen the positive changes and looks forward to
some of the growth that is happening. 

My suggestions as to what is reasonable for the property at 32nd and Olson are: 1. Fewer
residential units, no exception on parking requirement as there is not adequate street parking.
2. Observe at least a 5' setback from property line since it is up against a single family home
on the west side. 3. Locate the driveway for the building on 32nd, because the proposed
driveway is not set back far enough from the intersection and is directly across from the
driveway for the commercial building across Olsen.

On May 28, 2020 8:15 AM, michele@michelelukowski.com wrote:
I see reading through the traffic study that the engineers did not do a traffic count at 32nd
and Olsen, and are using count numbers from 32nd and Harrison and 32nd and Johnson
creek. This makes the study pretty inaccurate. They say less than 1% increase in traffic but
their own modeled numbers say from 16 to 19 in peak AM hour, which is an 18% increase.
Also it suggests that there is on-street parking on both sides of Olsen, which is not exactly
true. Did they miss that there is an existing driveway directly across from the main proposed
entrance for the development site? 

I also see that you are allowing a 2' setback to the property line for the new building? Why?

Why is it that we received mailed notifications for someone two blocks away who wants to
build a house addition and requires no exceptions to code, but we've received no details on
this for months? 

On May 27, 2020 4:33 PM, michele@michelelukowski.com wrote:
Hi Vera,

I emailed you earlier on this, then looked at the plans. I stand by my statement about
needing parking, and think 17 spaces for 21 units plus commercial space is not adequate.
This needs at least 21 spaces or fewer units. Also there is already a hazard at that corner
for traffic due to proximity to the bus stop and difficulty seeing around parked cars on the
corner. Has a traffic study been done?

Thanks,

Michele

mailto:michele@michelelukowski.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Nikolay Demchenko
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 4 story residential unit at 32nd and Olsen.
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 0:22:43

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hi,
I just wanted to comment that the variance for less parking spaces should not be approved. All
the visitors of the residents will already park on the side streets and if the parking spaces are
reduced there will be even more cars lined along the street. Currently if there are cars parked
on both sides of the street, only one car can drive in one direction. There is not enough room
for two cars to maneuver side by side. I would recommend that the variance is reversed in the
other direction and additional parking spaces for visitors are added in the building. Thank you.

mailto:firebird_3000@hotmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Ramona King
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Proposed new development at 32nd and Olsen
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 18:56:14

This Message originated outside your organization.

To whom it may concern:

As a born and raised Oregonian, I have seen this type of development many times. I appreciate
progress and growth but not at the sacrifice of local communities. Areas that come to mind are
Division St., Alberta, Albina, Mississippi, Williams, and soon to be SE Woodstock. Change is
inevitable and welcome. However, granting these variances will open the door to and set a
precedence for rampant disregard for the neighborhood impacted. Increased traffic, parking
violations, and a general degradation of our neighborhood values. 
By all means, allow growth to occur. However, please have the developers adapt to us, not the
other way around. 

Respectfully,
Ramona King
9529 SE 32nd Ave, Milwaukie, OR 97222

mailto:ramona.king78@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Sarah Newson
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 32nd and Olsen
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 18:29:20

This Message originated outside your organization.

I am opposed to the four-story building that they are proposing at this point. There is already very limited parking in
that area of the neighborhood and it would certainly take the little parking that the Milwaukie café has.
The other concern is when did the contaminated dirt become OK all of a sudden?
Sarah Newson
Ardenwald
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:sarahnewson@icloud.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Travis Tomlinson
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Proposed development on 9391 SE 32nd Ave.
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 17:03:01

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hi Vera, I’m writing to express my concerns about the proposed development on 9391 SE 32nd 
Ave.

 
Any new development along 32nd should first and foremost meet the vision of the NMU zone and any 
variances granted should be granted specifically to ensure the intent of the NMU is met.  The only reason 
to allow for a height variance is if the variance is needed to provide a substantial community benefit. An 
~8k sqft penthouse does no such thing and is the only motivation for the proposed height variance. 

If the building provided substantial community benefit in other ways, perhaps the variance could be 
allowed. However, a paltry 1,085 of the proposed 32,548 sq ft (3%) is marked for commercial use, 
beyond the property management office that is needed for the building itself.  That 1085 sq feet is divided 
between two commercial units, making each unit barely bigger than the living room I'm typing this email 
from. Very few businesses that we don’t already have in Ardenwald- Johnson Creek could fit into that 
space and as a result, they provide little value to our community. 

It’s clear from the language of the proposal that the fourth floor (and reason for the variance) isn’t in line 
with the spirit of the NMU. They claim, almost laughably, that “The fourth floor would allow an opportunity 
for a more aesthetically pleasing top floor” by including “a large wrap-around deck with decorative parapet 
rails” and planters which are intended to “act as screening and provide greater privacy for the neighbors 
to the north and west.” As though a palatial penthouse with a wraparound deck was a burden to develop 
and would never do it but for the needs of the neighbors, especially given that the height of the building, 
there are no nearby neighbors who could view into or be seen out of the penthouse. Rather, it seems the 
owner/developer is interested in building herself a luxury apartment with views of the city and surrounding 
area, and the only way to do so in a financially feasible manner, is to build two floors of apartments and 
some token commercial space. 
 
The building’s structure and design does not align with the overall aesthetic and community feel of the 
area. It would almost certainly stand out as a behemoth in the neighborhood and destroy the culture, 
community, and walk-able structure Milawaukie, and the NMU are striving to create. 

Finally, the proposal itself talks about how unprecedented this development is. “It is difficult to assess the 
affect of the proposed structure to the relationships of other structures as there has been a lack of new 
mixed-use structures in the NMU Zone and in the surrounding areas of 32nd Ave. This proposal intends 
to allow for a precedent of the type of buildings that are beneficial to the area and allow for the maximum 
effectiveness to meet the growing demands of the area in question.”

The growing demands of the area in question are exactly the demands of the NMU zone, to encourage 
development that contributes to a vibrant local economy and maintains neighborhood identity. This 
development does neither and is not the precedent we should set.   

Thank you for taking the communities concerns into consideration.

Travis Tomlinson
3509 SE Wake st.

mailto:travis.tomlinson@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov


From: Aine Seitz McCarthy
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Development at Olsen & 32nd
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 15:12:10
Attachments: We sent you safe versions of your files.msg

NMU2020-MFR Updates.docx

Mimecast Attachment Protection has deemed this file to be safe, but always exercise caution when opening files.

This Message originated outside your organization.

Dear Vera,

I'm writing in support of the attached neighborhood assoc (NDA) letter about the development
on the corner of Olsen & 32nd. I'm not in the NDA but I'm concerned about this development-
especially about how very little retail space is allocated. We in the neighborhood (I live on
Olsen st) are very much in support of retail, but the amount in the proposal is WAY too small. 
Thanks for listening.

Thanks
Aine

-- 
Aine Seitz McCarthy
ainesmccarthy@gmail.com

mailto:ainesmccarthy@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov
mailto:ainesmccarthy@gmail.com
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5/23/2020



Vera Kolias

Milwaukie Planning Dept.

6101 SE Johnson Creek Blvd

Milwaukie OR 97206



Re: VR-2019-013; P-2019-001; DEV-2019-013; TRF-2020-001



Application concerning 9391 SE 32nd Ave Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) Development:



Type III height variance request per MMC 19.911

Type III driveway exception variance per MMC 19.911

Type II parking minimum variance per MMC 19.605.2



Applicable code sections for response:

MMC 12.16 – Access Management

MMC 19.303 – Commercial Mixes Use/Zone

MMC 505.7 – Nonresidential Development

MMC 19.600 – Off-street Parking and Loading

MMC 19.700 – Public Facility Improvements

MMC 19.911 - Variances





The Ardenwald/Johnson Creek Neighborhood Association (AJCNDA) appreciates the amount of work that the applicants, Valerie Hunter, Auryn White, and the City of Milwaukie, has put into creating this application for development in the AJCNDA. The neighborhood also greatly appreciates the information that this application has provided about the City of Milwaukie’s NMU code and feels that this has been a very educational application about precedent setting within this new zone. We do, however, wish that the applicant had agreed to attend a neighborhood meeting to present this proposal and discuss neighborhood concerns about such an important project not only for the applicant, but for the neighborhood as well.



Regretfully, the AJCNDA does not agree that the applicable code sections required by the City of Milwaukie’s NMU have been met by this Type III variance application and do oppose it.  The neighborhood looks at land use applications through the lens of: 1) safety concerns for citizens; 2) does the application fulfill what the code says; 3) how will this application affect the neighborhood and the concerns that neighbors have about the application. 



12.16.040.C Accessway Location

4.    Distance from Intersection

To protect the safety and capacity of street intersections, the following minimum distance from the nearest intersecting street face of curb to the nearest edge of driveway apron shall be maintained. Where intersecting streets do not have curbs, the distance shall be measured from the nearest intersecting street edge of pavement. Distance from intersection may be modified with a modification as described in MMC Section 12.16.040.B.2.



b.    At least one hundred (100) feet for multifamily residential properties and all other uses accessing local and neighborhood streets.



We understand that this property could not possibly meet this safety code of more than 100’ from a local and a collector intersection and must request a variance.  This application site is right on the corner and puts the proposed accessway <50’ from the intersection. It is a very small parcel, .24 acres, on the corner of the street(s) which made it a great place for a prior gasoline station, then automotive repair shop, (a DEQ registered site with conditions).  The neighborhood views that this accessway variance will affect more than just the intersection request concerning access/traffic and requires more discussion/consideration for safety.  The prior use of this site was entered from 32nd which has a sidewalk.  Olsen street does not have sidewalks, and even if one is built near the new building, pedestrians and bicyclists will still be entering the area from the middle of the street.  The neighborhood wonders if possibly not having parking at this site is an option that was considered for this project.  Even though it would cause more hardship and increase hazards for the neighborhood, it might be safer??



12.16.040.E



2C    Cause hazardous conditions that would constitute a clear and present danger to the public health, safety, and general welfare.



This community area has no sidewalks on streets on the west side of 32nd, nor are there plans to make any, which means limited safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, especially if several cars are parked on the new street/curb on 32nd and on the street on Olsen. Many of those pedestrians are children since this is near Ardenwald Elementary School. Also, across the street there is a school bus pickup location for middle, high school, and special needs students. It is the view of this neighborhood that this variance in access will create a hardship and create hazards for local neighbors, local businesses, and a real safety hazard for pedestrians and bicyclists. 



12.040.B Access Spacing



2.    Modification of Access Spacing

Access spacing may be modified with submission of an access study prepared and certified by a registered professional traffic engineer in the State of Oregon. The access study shall assess transportation impacts adjacent to the project frontage within a distance equal to the access spacing requirement established in Subsection 12.16.040.B.1. For example, for a site with arterial access, the access study would include evaluation of site access and capacity along the project frontage plus capacity and access issues within six hundred (600) feet of the adjacent property. The access study shall include the following:



b.    Evaluation of traffic impacts adjacent to the site within a distance equal to the access spacing distance from the project site



As density increases in the AJC neighborhood, remember how much busier this intersection will be and how many more people may be impacted. We did not see any future analysis, specific neighborhood traffic analysis, or background growth analyses of any already approved developments such as the Monroe Street Apartments (234 units near Harrison and 32nd) or the Hillside Park Redevelopment (500 units on 32nd and Hillside Court and Meek Street) included/ provided, but currently on 32nd in peak mornings from the JCB and Harrison intersection counts in the TIS Figure 5 page 12 ~974 cars travel 32nd not including background traffic volumes which is as much or more.  In the pm ~1,050 cars will be on 32nd not including background traffic volumes, which is as much or more. This is again only the information that was given from the City of Milwaukie for the TIS report. The neighborhood notes that the intersection of Johnson Creek Blvd was not included as an intersection in the TIS report as far as operations analyses, but it is part of our neighborhood and is very much part of the consideration of the safety of this variance request. The neighborhood requests that for a better heartbeat on the safety of 32nd and Olsen, that at least the JCB intersection data and background growth analyses of already approved developments be included in these analyses. 



19.303.1  Purpose



B.    The Neighborhood Mixed Use Zone is intended to recognize 32nd and 42nd Avenues as neighborhood commercial centers. This zone allows for a mix of small-scale retail and services, along with residential uses, that meet the needs of nearby residents and contribute to a vibrant, local economy. It is also intended to provide a safe and pleasant pedestrian environment while maintaining a neighborhood-scale identity.



The neighborhood disagrees that this code section has been met and after reviewing this purpose/intent of the NMU and thinking about how this new code was presented to the neighborhoods is troubling, and unfortunately raises several concerns/discussion points about this application.



The retail space provided by this development is sited in various parts of the application as 1,085 sq. ft. (TIS introduction) The neighborhood could not find this specifically stated on the property information site plan, but after careful measuring with a magnifying hand lens and calculations determined it could be no more than ~1350 sq. ft including bathrooms and such for all 3 spaces.  In emails in the TIS it is noted that the smaller NE retail space is already reserved for the property management office of the owner leaving < 800-1000sq ft of actual retail broken into 2 spaces to “meet the needs of nearby residents and contribute to a vibrant, local economy”.  For the size of the building 33,762sq ft (as referenced in the TIS site plan including the garage) or 32,548sq ft (as referenced in the application site plan), this NMU application “intends to allow for a precedent of the type of buildings that are beneficial to the area” (applicant quote under type 3 variance-discretionary relief criteria).  



[bookmark: _Hlk41436121]The neighborhood argues that this type of building is not beneficial to the area as, allowing only this small amount of space for retail purposes does not “meet the needs of nearby residents and contribute to a vibrant, local economy.”   It does not allow enough retail for a project of this size, and setting a precedent with this paradigm will mean the neighborhood will never have a local shopping hub that offers the neighborhood any retail amenities, while allowing many variances. (A coffee shop might be able to fit in one of those spaces or a food cart size business but would never provide a real neighborhood hub space. Milwaukie Café, across the street from the proposed site, has ~1700sq ft for people to enjoy and is considered the hub of this neighborhood. The neighborhood wonders/asks if anyone from the City or the applicant have reached out to the owner to discuss any project concerns the owner may have (Parking/Traffic/Construction, etc.).  



From reviewing this application, and in the concerns of safety for citizens it would probably be better to not have the retail stores on the bottom and make extra space for parking which would make it a stand-alone residential building, but maybe take the on-street parking out of the equation making the environment more safe for pedestrians and bicyclists.  Or, the number of units in the building could be diversified to 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms.  In retrospect, retail on the bottom floor is what the neighborhood wanted to make our community a more walkable, local shopping hub.  During neighborhood hub walks and open houses the neighborhood wanted a Green Zebra or small grocer, or a local wine bar for tastings and gatherings, but there isn’t realistically enough space leftover for a real gathering or shopping place for neighbors in this application. 

  

Also, the intent of this NMU application should be to “provide a safe and pleasant pedestrian environment while maintaining a neighborhood-scale identity”.  The neighborhood has already raised its concerns about a safe pedestrian and bicyclist environment earlier under 12.16.040.E2C The code 19.303.4B2C states “Maximum building height in NMU Zone is 3 stories or 45’, whichever is less”.  The applicant is requesting a type 3 variance to allow a height of 48’ for this building. The site plan for this application and the TIS site plan both state under property information that the actual height of this building is 51’1”, so higher than 48’ is required.  Also, under 19.303.3B5 the maximum lot coverage allowed in the NMU zone is listed at 85%, and on both the TIS and the main application site plans it is listed at 90%(really 91%) or 9775sq ft of the 10,800sq ft total plus exterior concrete paving of 60’ for an additional .5% coverage. (There were various numbers listed throughout all the paperwork stating what the maximum lot coverage was, but since the 2 site maps listed the 9775sq ft consistently, that is the number the neighborhood determined was the correct one.)  The neighborhood opposes this height variance request arguing that it does not maintain a neighborhood-scale identity in the NMU zone and does not meet the NMU lot coverage standard.  Also, the elephant in the room is that the height variance request for the entire extra story is for 1 5-bedroom, 4-bathroom unit.  There isn’t anything in the code stating that 1 story of a building couldn’t be 1 unit, but with the need of affordable housing in the area brought up continually for the past 5 years and part of the reason the city stated that the NMU hub areas were needed seems highly contradictory.  The neighborhood asks if granting this height variance request for the purpose of adding a 1 story unit is what was intended for the NMU zone.  If it is, this will lead to gentrification and displacement of low and middle-income families in the AJC neighborhood, and change the area from a family oriented one to a much more affluent one.



This application contains several discrepancies which make it hard to discern what numbers are correct, but it is the NMU code that is problematic. The neighborhood clearly stated, when the NMU code was being discussed and written, that since the southern part of AJC would have taller buildings (Monroe Street Apts. = 5 stories part of Central Milwaukie, Hillside Park = 4 stories part of Central Milwaukie) that the center of the AJC neighborhood (not part of Central Milwaukie) would have a maximum height  of 3 stories, period. This was discussed and determined by citizens to fit more cohesively with the 1 and 2 story houses, duplexes, and existing apartment buildings during numerous open houses. Even a stepped back building at 51’1” is still almost 5 stories tall, and far beyond the neighborhood-scale identity that was envisioned for AJC by its citizens in the NMU zone. The AJC neighborhood opposes the requested variances. 



19.505.7 Nonresidential Development

A.    Purpose

The design standards contained in this section are intended to encourage building design and construction with durable, high-quality materials. The design standards support development of an attractive, cohesive, and pedestrian-friendly commercial area. The design standards do not prescribe a particular building or architectural style.



The neighborhood does cede that the design of the building is pleasant overall, and the materials appear to be used for best effect.  Others may argue that the use of brick increases the appearance of mass or density or squareness of the building, but out of all the comments the neighborhood has about this project, it has the least.



19.605.2 Quantity Modifications and Required Parking Determinations



C.    Approval Criteria

The Planning Director shall consider the following criteria in deciding whether to approve the determination or modification. The Planning Director, based on the applicant’s materials and other data the Planning Director deems relevant, shall set the minimum parking requirement and maximum parking allowed. Conditions of approval may be placed on the decision to ensure compliance with the parking determination.

1.    All modifications and determinations must demonstrate that the proposed parking quantities are reasonable based on existing parking demand for similar use in other locations; parking quantity requirements for the use in other jurisdictions; and professional literature about the parking demands of the proposed use.



After reviewing the submissions of the Seattle, WA Municipal code for Parking and a table from the City of Portland Parking/Zoning code, the AJC neighborhood argues that both of these entities are hardly fair comparisons and proposed parking quantities are not reasonable to the City of Milwaukie, and that the existing parking demand for similar use in other locations is not equivalent.  City of Seattle population: 744,955 (2018); City of Portland population: 653,115 (2018); City of Milwaukie population: 21,014 (2018). Examples that are a closer fit in scale and demand would more clearly outline the parking scope of a small town and not a large city.



2.    In addition to the criteria in Subsection 19.605.2.C.1, requests for modifications to decrease the amount of minimum required parking shall meet the following criteria:

a.    The use of transit, parking demand management programs, and/or special characteristics of the site users will reduce expected vehicle use and parking space demand for the proposed use or development, as compared with the standards in Table 19.605.1.



The neighborhood would also state that by not providing adequate or minimal parking on site, it will decrease the livability of the residents of the proposed building. This building per MMC Table 19.605.1 is minimally required to provide 26.67 (27) parking stalls.  It has reduced this amount by utilizing Reduction 2 – being close to mass transit in a multi-family building – lower by 20% (5 stalls) to ~22 stalls.  The applicant has argued that because of the size of the units provided that the tenants are more likely to be younger and more transit oriented and therefore 17 spaces will be adequate. This means that residents, being younger, will be out later, and as is implied, not have a family, but many friends/visitors.  Because there is a limited transit schedule on 32nd street for bus #75 (buses run every 15min or longer during peak hours, but have no late evening service, weekend service is stopped to Milwaukie/Ardenwald after 7pm, and there is over a mile walk to either max station).  Parking will be needed for each of the housing units, retail parking for employees and customers, guests/visitors of residents, and in reality only 15 spaces of the 17 will be available for most tenants as 1 space is reserved for the penthouse unit and 1 space is ADA. As noted before this development focusses more on a higher number of smaller residential units with little retail, so making it a stand-alone residential building appears to be the higher interest of the applicant.



b.    The reduction of off-street parking will not adversely affect available on-street parking.



It is hard to predict whether the reduction of off-street parking will adversely affect available on -street parking, but it will impact it.  On street parking on this corner is already busy so there could be issues.  Currently, when Milwaukie Café is open, parking already occurs on both the north and south sides of Olsen Street and on 32nd in front of their building.  The neighborhood does foresee that parking on Olsen Street is already adversely affecting Olsen Street neighbors as some have placed “leave driveways unblocked signs” in front of their homes. 



c.    The requested reduction is the smallest reduction needed based on the specific circumstances of the use and/or site.



The requested reduction is 5 spaces (with 5 already reduced so 10 spaces total).  Again, as there is little retail, more parking spaces could be provided on site in lieu of retail.



19.911.4B Approval Criteria 



   Type III Variances



2.    Economic Hardship Criteria

a.    Due to unusual site characteristics and/or other physical conditions on or near the site, the variance is necessary to allow reasonable economic use of the property comparable with other properties in the same area and zoning district.



We understand that this property could not possibly meet this access safety code of more than 100’ from a local and a collector intersection and must request a variance.  This application site is right on the corner and puts the proposed accessway <50’ from the intersection. It is a very small parcel, .24 acres, on the corner of the street(s) which made it a great place for a prior gasoline station, then automotive repair shop, (a DEQ registered site with conditions).  The neighborhood views that this accessway variance will affect more than just the intersection request concerning access/traffic and requires more discussion/consideration for safety.  The prior use of this site was entered from 32nd which has a sidewalk.  Olsen street does not have sidewalks, and even if one is built near the new building, pedestrians and bicyclists will still be coming up the middle of the street further down the road and may not use the sidewalks anyway.  The neighborhood wonders if possibly not having parking at this site is an option that was considered for this project. Even though it would cause more hardship and increase some hazards for the neighborhood, it might be safer?



b.    The proposed variance is the minimum variance necessary to allow for reasonable economic use of the property.



Again, what other possibilities are there besides parking, 1) car sharing, 2) parking elsewhere, that could allow for reasonable economic use.



c.    Impacts from the proposed variance will be mitigated to the extent practicable.



This is problematic as the impacts of this variance are the safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, and school kids. This variance warrants further discussion concerning safety and the neighborhood argues that there should be input from other boards such as the Public Safety Advisory Committee.  This variance in access will create a hardship and create hazards for local neighbors, local businesses, and a real safety hazard for pedestrians and bicyclists.





19.911.4 B.  Approval Criteria 



 Type III Variances



1.    Discretionary Relief Criteria



a.    The applicant’s alternatives analysis provides, at a minimum, an analysis of the impacts and benefits of the variance proposal as compared to the baseline code requirements.



The site plan for this application and the TIS site plan both state under property information that the actual height of this building is 51’1”, so higher than the 48’ variance that is requested.  



A typical 3 story building (36’-40’) next to a 1 story (15’-20’) or 2 story (20’-30’) house makes sense and is vastly different then having a 1 story (15’-20’) next to an almost 5 story at 51’1” building.  No matter how this is described, by allowing this height variance to add a 5-bedroom, 4-bathroom, 1 story unit, this will set a precedent for all NMUs in the city. As the applicant states, “This proposal will create a neighborhood-scale identity”. The neighborhood opposes this height variance request arguing that it does not maintain a neighborhood-scale identity in the NMU zone. Again, the neighborhood clearly stated, when the NMU code was being discussed and written, that since the southern part of AJC would have taller buildings (Monroe Street Apts. = 5 stories part of Central Milwaukie, Hillside Park = 4 stories part of Central Milwaukie) that the center of the AJC neighborhood (not part of Central Milwaukie) would have a maximum height  of 3 stories, period. This was discussed and determined by citizens to fit more cohesively with the 1 and 2 story houses, duplexes, and existing apartment buildings during numerous open houses. Even a stepped back building at 51’1” is still almost 5 stories tall, and far beyond the neighborhood-scale identity that was envisioned for AJC by its citizens in the NMU zone. The AJC neighborhood opposes the requested variance. 



No surrounding buildings have reached or exceeded the maximum building height code, and this building, at this height, could take away the beauty of our community. It would certainly change our home values and could become a hardship on families in our community if this precedent became the standard.



b.    The proposed variance is determined by the Planning Commission to be both reasonable and appropriate, and it meets one or more of the following criteria:



(1)   The proposed variance avoids or minimizes impacts to surrounding properties.



The neighborhood argues that this increased height variance does not avoid or minimize impacts to surrounding properties.  Properties to the north and east will have reduced solar access and properties to the west will have a 51’1” building 1’-2’ (depending on which maps you look at) from their property line.  Several homes on Olsen, Kelvin, Malcom, and 32nd will lose their privacy, and all community members will not be able to avoid seeing this building as it towers over the heart of our neighborhood. Having a setback on various sides of the building will still make it over 4 stories on the other side facing other neighbors, and planters, screens, etc., will do more for the homeowner than the neighborhood.



(2)   The proposed variance has desirable public benefits.



The neighborhood argues that this height variance does not have desirable public benefits.  The only benefit is to the owner who will have a 5-bedroom, 4-bathroom 1 story unit with a fabulous view.



(3)   The proposed variance responds to the existing built or natural environment in a creative and sensitive manner.



The neighborhood argues that the height variance does not respond to the existing built or natural environment in a creative and sensitive manner.  If this height variance is given, this building will be a looming wall over 32nd Ave.  At 51’1” it will be far taller than the current road is wide.





c.    Impacts from the proposed variance will be mitigated to the extent practicable.



The impacts from the proposed height variance cannot be mitigated to the extent practicable to the community.  



By allowing this height variance to set precedent, every NMU development application in our neighborhood and the city will request a height variance, a parking variance, and most likely an access variance. This is problematic because looking at 19.303.4 F3 – Exemptions – “Maximum residential densities for mixed use building are controlled by height limits”, and the number of units determines the amount of parking required. Therefore, every application will request a height variance, a parking variance, and an access variance.  Each building will have as many units as possible crammed into it with less parking, and the neighborhood will become unsafe for families to live in.  In trying to achieve more diversity by creating the NMU zone, the outcome will be the opposite, and this “urbanization” will be just be another “D” street where people go for dinner and then leave because…who would want to live there?











Ardenwald/Johnson Creek NDA Board













From: Steve Gutendorf
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: 4 Story penthouse proposal - 32nd & Olsen
Date: Wednesday, May 27, 2020 15:32:00

This Message originated outside your organization.

I have no issues with this, as it will clean up that corner and will hopefully encourage the other
businesses to improve their appearances.

Steve Gutendorf
Resident at SE Floss Street.

mailto:chopchopp1@gmail.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov






Proposed Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) development @ SE 32nd Ave & SE Olsen  1 

March 27, 2020 
 

Very Kolias, Associate Planner 
City of Milwaukie | koliasv@milwaukieoregon.gov 
 

RE: Application VR-2019-013 | NMU development at 9391 SE 32nd Avenue & SE Olsen 
 
OPPOSED: 
 

• the requested variance for a building height increase from 45 ft > 48 ft (51’ 1” total) to add an explicitly 
code-prohibited 4th floor in order to accommodate a 5 bedroom, 4 bathroom, 2 bonus room penthouse 
for the owner. 

 

• the requested variance for an extreme reduction of required on-site parking for building residents and 
visitors and commercial retail employees and visitors from 26.67 down to 17 (includes 1 stall reserved 
for ADA use and 1 stall reserved for penthouse) leaving only 15 spaces for 20 rental units, + 3 commercial 
retail units with employees and visitors.  Visitors of residents will use street parking on Olsen as well. 

 

Much thoughtfulness and care has been put into the creation of the new Neighborhood Mixed Use zoning 
codes to ensure we preserve and enhance the friendly livable human-scale of our Ardenwald Johnson 
Creek neighborhood. 
 

19.303.1.A-B declares that the new code’s purpose is to “ensure high-quality urban development that is 
pedestrian-friendly and complementary to the surrounding area” and is “intended to provide a safe and 
pleasant pedestrian environment while maintaining a neighborhood-scale identity.” 
 

This precedent-setting first proposed residential-commercial Neighborhood Mixed Use (NMU) project fails 
to meet these and other code criteria in important ways that benefit the developer at a high cost to the 
entire Ardenwald West neighborhood particularly in terms of: 
 

• safe pedestrian, bicycle, and children-at-play street safety (parking and traffic impacts) 
• neighborhood architectural aesthetics 
 

The parameters that get approved for this first development will be precedent-setting for all proposed 
developments to come in our SE 32nd NMU zone.  This makes it particularly important that variances are 
not granted for this first project that clearly seeks to “push out” the limits of the codes, formed by lengthy 
deliberation and approved by our city and its residents, by developers who are likely to hold their profits 
and desires above what’s best for the people in our neighborhoods and communities. 
 

The developer’s proposal promises “a multitude of benefits to the residents, neighbors, and city at large.” 
On the following pages is an analysis of the code variance requests, building features, and our city’s stated 
visions and goals, organized by “Community Benefits” and “Community Detriments.” Unfortunately, the 
latter column vastly outstrips the former.  We urge you to reject the requested variances on this proposed 
project and to ask for a design that better suits the open friendly aesthetics of our existing neighborhood. 
 

Respectfully: 
 
 
 
 

SE 29th Ardenwald Greenway 
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Community Benefits Community Detriments 

2 commercial retail stores Permanent loss of solar access to properties to North & West (4th story exacerbates this) 

Improved planted sidewalks &  
curbsides on SE 32nd & SE Olsen 

Permanent loss of visual privacy:  West facing: 18 windows look down with only 2 ft setback 
North facing :14 windows (incl 4 balconies) look down with 17 ft setback) 

 Out of scale building: Height  
19.303.4.2C Detailed Development Standards: states: “The maximum building height in the NMU Zone is 3 
stories or 45 ft. whichever is less. No building height bonuses are available in the NMU Zone.” 
NMU = Neighborhood Mixed Use 
 

Variance requested for 48 ft to allow for code prohibited 4th story 5+ bedroom, 2 bonus room, 4 bath 
penthouse for owner. NOTE: drawings say total height = 51’ 1” 

 Out of scale building: Mass 
Building is built out to property lines on East, South, West sides and has heavy large block aesthetic.  This design 
does not meet the purpose of the NMU zoning 19.303.1 “to ensure high-quality urban development that is 
complimentary to the surrounding area.”  Brick façade does not fit with the overall architectural aesthetics 
(mid-century, bungalow, farmhouse) of the Ardenwald neighborhood. 

 Parking impacts on Olsen 
Insufficient on-site parking, even at maximum coded requirements (26.67 stalls required). 
 

Olsen is already adversely impacted by the wonderful success of our beloved Milwaukie Café. 
 

Developer requesting variance for reduction from 21 minimum required down to 17 stalls (including 1 ADA 
parking stall and 1 stall reserved for penthouse…leaving just 15 stalls for 20 apartments) stating that one-
bedroom tenants are less likely to own vehicles and that younger people take mass transit more. 
 

Given these are market-rate units, this economic class of renter will be less likely to  take transit, particularly 
bus transit that does not get them directly to work. Current COVID issues only exacerbate this. The 75 bus does 
not provide direct convenient service to grocery shopping or other necessities (banks, hardware, etc), the Max 
station, or downtown Portland. 
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Parking impacts on Olsen (continued) 
Also, given market rate rents, there are likely to be two people per apartment in many units & a higher need for 
parking spaces. 
 

Even if only 50% of units (10) have 2 residents we are looking at 30 rental unit residents and their visitors, plus 
how many in 5+ bedroom penthouse and their visitors.  The maximum of 26.67 spaces of on-site parking is 
already insufficient to meet the needs of the building, especially on evenings and weekends (when most 
residents are home, visitors are over, and retail likely to be open). 
 

This project clearly relies on neighborhood on-street parking for all employees and customers of the three 
commercial retail stores. There will be some new on-street parking in front of the building, but not enough to 
accommodate majority of parking needed for these stores. 
 

Citing Portland and Seattle codes seems an irrelevant choice of reference as it is well-known that their streets 
have become “car swamps” with vehicles circling residential neighborhood blocks searching for on-street 
parking in all their “neighborhood hubs.”  Milwaukie does not have to model our neighborhoods and their 
development after cities that are forcing bumper-to-bumper parked-up streets. 
 

The practical reality is that people own cars because they need them…especially in a location like this, where 
basic necessities are not within walking distance and are not directly served by timely direct transit (groceries, 
banks, hardware stores) and are unlikely to be at any time in the near future. 
 

A search for other places with reduced parking requirements has not turned up a single example of a 
neighborhood not flooded with parked cars due to reduced parking requirements.  The cities cited have failed 
spectacularly to create pedestrian and bicycle friendly neighborhood environments and have not deterred car 
ownership.  This proposed project sets us firmly on-course to follow suit.  The practical reality is that this 
location is NOT well served by transit and does not have basic necessities within walking distance (closest 
groceries are 1.5 miles away and 1.1 miles away…most other necessities are even farther away), and given our 
rainy winters most are not hard core bicyclists who will ride in the rain to get practical errands done. 

 Pedestrian Impacts on Olsen 
The parking access driveway and garage door are on Olsen which will make the adjacent sidewalk unsafe for 
pedestrians. There are no alternatives for pedestrians as there are no sidewalks on the South side of Olsen 
street for pedestrians to use. 
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 Traffic impacts to Olsen, SE 29th, and other Ardenwald West neighborhood streets 
Residents will decide to turn WEST onto Olsen in the morning and cut-through the neighborhood to avoid 
traffic, buses, and garbage trucks on SE 32nd.  Many of them will be in a hurry and speed down our slow 
residential streets where pedestrians, children, and bicyclists already come first on our roads. There will be 
neighborhood-wide negative impacts to our already calm pedestrian- and bicycle-centered neighborhood  SE 
29th Greenway, and on all East-West streets between SE 29th & SE 32nd, as drivers return to SE 32nd to go North 
or South, especially at rush hours.  (reverse at PM rush) Neighborhood-wide plans are needed, for the entire 
area West of SE 32nd, to prevent cut-through traffic that reduces the livability (noise, speed, air pollution) and 
reduces the safety of all Ardenwald West streets. (ie. Traffic kept SLOW and DISCOURAGED from cutting-
through). 

 Parking & Traffic impacts to North end of Ardenwald West due to Tacoma-JC Max Station 
How will the North end of the neighborhood be protected from train commuters driving to park and walk to the 
Max station via Springwater Trail?  It is a mile to walk from the proposed development and the train station 
parking lot is already full before 7am.  In addition, there are 400 new units to be built at Hillside on south end of 
Ardenwald West and the new 234-unit Monroe Apartments, not to mention development to come at the 
Murphy Site just South of Hillside, and future multiplex development on SE 32nd.  Perhaps we need a residential 
parking permit system throughout Ardenwald West NOW to prevent this. 

 Traffic impacts to SE 32nd @ Johnson Creek Boulevard intersection 
What will the impacts be to this intersection from this project? (and of course, the compounding of all 
development projects which will comprise a 40% increase in residents in Central Milwaukie in less than a 
decade). 
 

This intersection was not included in this project’s Transportation Impact Study and has already been identified 
as headed for an “F” rating in less than 15 years due ONLY to yhe Hillside Redevelopment (addition of 400 units 
over current number) just south of Ardenwald West. 
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City Vision & Goals Proposed Development 
Market-rate large 1-bedrooms units & 5+ bedroom penthouse 

Milwaukie Community Vision 
“In 2040, Milwaukie is a 
flourishing city that is entirely 
equitable, delightfully livable, 
and completely sustainable.” 
 

Vision #1: “entirely equitable” 
This project does not meet our community’s first goal of being “entirely equitable.”  Project provides neither  
affordable middle- or low-income housing, nor does is provide any family housing.  Also, in its proposal, 
developer states its prospective tenants are those who are, “younger and more mass transit oriented.”  Who 
are “younger and more mass transit oriented” who can also afford the cost of large market-rate apartments? 
 

Based on the developer’s stated prospective tenant, this proposed project does not promote an “entirely 
equitable” community. 
 

Vision #2: “delightfully livable” 
This project begs the question of “for whom”?  Given the many detriments to the neighborhood vis-à-vis the 
project’s spillover of its parking needs onto SE Olsen and cut-through rush hour traffic throughout Ardenwald 
West that detracts from street safety and the peace of the entire neighborhood (speed, noise, air pollution), 
this project, as proposed, does not meet our city and community’s second stated goal of an “delightfully 
livable” city. 

Milwaukie Community Goal 
Statements: PLACE 
“Milwaukie invests in housing 
options that provide (1) 
affordability, high quality 
development, & (3) good 
design, promoting (4) quality 
living environments. It 
maintains the (5) small 
neighborhood feel through (6) 
creative use of space with 
housing options that (7) 
embrace community inclusion 
and promote stability.” 
 
 

PLACE Goal #1: “housing options that provide affordability” 
See above. 
 

PLACE Goal #3: “good design” 
The proposed building is a “boxy brick fortress” that is grossly out of scale with the surrounding neighborhood. 
Brick façade treatment is visually dissonant with surrounding mid-century, bungalow, and farmhouse design 
aesthetics. 
 

Lack of upper story step-backs (floors 2-3) and lack of variations in facades create bulk that is also dissonant and 
over-dominating of surroundings. 
 

PLACE Goal #4: “quality living environments” 
Domination via height and bulk and parking and traffic issues for neighborhood adjacent to West…these clearly 
do not create “equitable quality living environments” for our neighborhood. 
 

PLACE Goal #5: “maintains small neighborhood feel” 
This building does not meet this goal in any way. 
PLACE Goals #6: “creative use of space” and #7: “with housing options that (7) embrace community inclusion” 
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Milwaukie Community Goal 
Statements: PLACE (continued) 

This building is a conventional large box that shuts its residents off from the rest of the community. There is no 
use of space that connects building residents to the surrounding neighborhood or vice versa.  Against the scale 
of the AJC neighborhood, it is a massive brick fortified urban fortress dropped in the midst of our open green 
pedestrian-scale neighborhood. 

Milwaukie Housing 
Affordability Strategy 
Milwaukie Housing Affordability 
Strategy findings were that the 
highest needed housing 
category for Milwaukie = 
rentals @ $900 or less per 
month, as well as a need for 2-3 
bedroom middle income family 
units. 

This project is comprised of 20 large one-bedroom units, ~ 800 ft each (singles and couples with high incomes). 
In no way does it meet Milwaukie’s expressed housing emergency needs for regular middle income earners 
and/or families. 
 

As this proposed project does not serve our communities’ stated highest emergency priority housing needs, it 
should not receive any special variances. 
 

This project in itself is the type of gentrification that encourages the mass future displacement of current 
middle and low income residents through increased pressure on land costs for more high-income rental 
development—both in the NMU zones and in the residential neighborhoods (via HB2001’s Residential Infill 
Program which will allow medium and high-density 3-story multiplex development in formerly zoned single 
family residential neighborhoods). 

Comprehensive Plan 8.2.1C Requires new developments to be designed so as not to compromise safety and comfort for alternative means 
of transportation, like walking. Proposed project compromises safety of walking and bicycling for entire area 
west of SE 32nd. 

This project is the antithesis of every single painstakingly thought-out and crafted declared community vision and goal: affordability, equitability, 
preservation of livability, street safety, pedestrian and bicycle safe, small scale neighborhood feel, and existing residents’ ability to continue living 
in Milwaukie for the long haul. 
 

It offers far too little to our neighborhood and city while subtracting far too much from our neighborhood and community. 
 

If approved we will take a clear bold step in the direction of becoming a city and community that caters to Portland’s “Silicon Forest” industry 
workers, and in the continuation of the age-old pattern of gentrification; building housing and amenities to meet the desires of the socioeconomic 
upper-class with high profits for developers, to the detriment of everyone else.  This proposed project threatens to set Milwaukie’s feet on an ever 
more certain course of mass displacement of its historically low- and middle- income working residents, many of whom are already struggling to 
pay skyrocketing property taxes and rents.  This project does not propose to meet the needs of the many, but to gratify the desires of very few 
while greatly enriching the owner-developer. >>> 
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Approval of this project, in its current form, would belie and render worthless, all the hours and years of hard work done by the city and our 
collective community vision that, “In 2040, Milwaukie is a flourishing city that is entirely equitable, delightfully livable...whose residents enjoy 
affordable housing.” 
 

It is not a suitable development, in its current form, for our community or neighborhood and its approval would set a legal precedent for all 
development to come in our new Neighborhood Mixed Use zone on SE 32nd. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Proposed Mixed Use Development: 9391 SE 32nd @ SE Olsen 
(Northwest corner where Luther Davis Auto used to be & across street from Milwaukie Cafe) 

4th Floor: 5 Bedroom, 2 Bonus Room, 4 Bathroom Penthouse on 4th floor (height variance requested to allow code-prohibited 4th floor) 
2nd & 3rd Floors: 20 x One-Bedroom Rental Apartments (approx. 800 ft2 each) 

1st Floor: 3 small commercial retail stores (one reserved for building office, other 2 for rent) 
Parking: Reduced parking variance requested from 26.67 to 17 (1 reserved for ADA & 1 for owner = 15 units for all residents’ & penthouse residents/visitors) 















From: Elvis Clark
To: Vera Kolias
Subject: Re: My Comments and attachments for Application VR-2019-13; Olsen and 32nd project (9391)
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 20:53:33

This Message originated outside your organization.

Hello, Vera.

In addition to the comments I provided yesterday.  I am also uneasy the proposed project VR-2019-13
(32nd and Olsen) does not provide enough parking spaces for the retail establishment employees and
customers.  It is very likely these employees and customers end up parking on Olsen Street with some
frequency, Probably on Olsen east of 32nd around Eric's Market.

Thanks for adding this additional concern.

Elvis

Sent from Yahoo Mail. Get the app

On Monday, May 25, 2020, 05:18:01 PM PDT, Elvis Clark <eclarkmilwor@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hi, Vera.

Please find my comments/attachments regarding the proposed building project at 32nd and Olsen,
formerly the site of Luther's Auto Repair building/business.

I think the Ardenwald Neighborhood Association, which I serve as Transportation Representative, is also
sending my comments with there other comments.  Their version is missing a photograph of former
building (Luther's Auto Repair Shop).  I also attach here Trimet data on bus ridership trends, Hillside
Master Plan Transportation Impact Study for Johnson Creek and 32nd intersection, and a Reuters article
indicating less use of mass transit buses as a lingering effect of Covid-19 virus outbreak.

Thanks for taking my comments and attachments here,

Elvis
Ardenwald neighborhood
(503) 654-8895

Sent from Yahoo Mail. Get the app

mailto:eclarkmilwor@yahoo.com
mailto:KoliasV@milwaukieoregon.gov
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/YuHnC9rOPriBDQToHoaJ
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/YuHnC9rOPriBDQToHoaJ









